
 
 

Where Will I Grow? 
 
Introduction: 
 
Now that we have talked about the importance of gardening, and how to garden properly, let’s 
dive into some detail on plant knowledge and use. The following information can be found on 
the Mi’kmaq History Month Poster of 2020: 
 
Plants have many uses other than for food, 
one of which being medicine. Plants were 
used to prevent infection and cure fevers 
and pains. One would need to have 
knowledge about the plant because you 
generally were only using one part of the 
plant; for example, the leaf, branch, 
flower or the root. To harvest the proper 
part, you would need to know and 
understand the plant cycle. Plants like 
sweetgrass, cedar, sage and tobacco are 
used in ceremonies for cleansing. 
Smudging is when one of these plants are 
lit to create a sacred smoke which attaches 
itself to negativity and takes it away. A 
pipe ceremony is used to communicate 
with the spirits to make needs known and 
the plant used is tobacco. Plants play a 
great role in our environment and our 
ecosystems. Plants can be indicators of 
contamination because they are the first to 
struggle when there has been damage 
done to the environment. Plants can also be used as a filter by removing harmful components 
from the ecosystem. There are many Mi’kmaq artistic traditions including making baskets, 
quillwork, birch bark biting, braiding sweetgrass and woven mats and bags that use different 
plants. It is often that artisans will use seasonal materials to create speciality items. Many 
Mi’kmaq artists will create their own coloured dyes when creating art using the following plant 
makeup. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The traditional names of the plants often contain information on the plant’s use, growth and 
habits. A list of plants and their translations: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Before you start, head to the CMTOLC website and check out a plant maze video under the 
Gardening section!  
 
 
 
 
 

Colours Makeup 
Red Strawberries, chokecherries, dandelion 

root, rose hips 
Purple Inner birchbark 
Yellow Cone flower, golden rod, clover 

blossoms 
Green Black-eyed susan, grass 
Blue Blueberries, elderberries 
Orange Cherry roots, red cedar roots, inner red 

maple bark 
Brown Acorns 
Black Iris root, coal, carbon 

English Mi’kmaq 
Alder Tupsi 
Milkweed Wsewkiktu’l 
Muskratroot Ki’kwesu’sk 
Fiddleheads Ma’susi’l 
Indian Teaberry (Berries) Ka’qaju’mannl 
Indian Teaberry (Plant) Ka’qajumanaqsi 
Cranberries (Berries) Su’nl 
Cranberries (Plant) Su’naqsi’l 
Partridgeberries  Plaweju’manl 
Sweetgrass Welima’qji’lkewe’l 
Vetch Ewne’k Jipji’j 
Hazelnuts Malipqwanjl 
Blueberries (Berries) Pkwimann 
Blueberries (Plant) Pkwimanaqsi 
Tobacco Tmawey 
Cedar Qaskusi 
Mayflowers Sko’q~itpikusuiwasuekji’j 
Spruce Root Tupi 
Sage Kijelamusi 
Birchbark Maskwi 
Ground Nut S~ipekn 
Cattails Sna’skwl 



Math Connections: 
- Measurement  
- Timing 
- Angles  
- Logical reasoning  

 
Materials: 

- Small clear cup 
- Plotting soil 
- Bean seeds  
- Water  
- Shoebox or other small box and lid 
- Tape or glue 
- Scissors  
- Card stock 
- Ruler or other measuring device 
-  

 
Activity: 
 
For this activity, you will be creating a maze for your plant. This is based off of a concept called 
phototropism. In this case, what this means is that the plant will grow towards the light, and this 
is called positive phototropism.  
 

1) Days before we set our bean plant up in the maze, we need to make sure the plant will 
germinate, or in other words, grow! Take your clear cup, and fill it up about 2/3 of the 
way with plotting soil. Place a few of the bean seeds provided and then cover them with 
more plotting soil. 
 

2) Set the plant in a window sill and water it daily. Once the plant starts to grow, we can 
place it in our maze. 

 
3) Next up, we need to build the maze. Take your box, and cut 
a hole, roughly 7 cm in diameter, on the left side of the top of 
your box. It is important to note that the box will be standing 
tall, not wide, so the top is actually the side of the shoebox. 
(Reference photo). This will be the exit for your maze, so be 
sure there is nothing blocking the hole when the box is closed 
so sunlight can enter. 
 
4) We now want to create a divider in the middle of the box 
for the plant to grow through. Measure the width and length of 
the inside of the box (reference photo of shoebox). Once you 
have the measurements, cut out the cardstock a little bit larger 
than the dimensions to create flaps that we can attach to the 
box. 



 
5) Cut a hole, again, roughly 7 cm in diameter, on the right side of the cardstock that you 

already measured and cut out. 
 

6) To put the divider inside of the box, first, we need to make sure that the plant will fit 
underneath the divider. Place the plant in its position at the bottom of the box on the left 
side and measure the height of the plant. It is important to give roughly 5 centimeters of 
space above the plant before it comes to the divider. 
 

7) Place the divider in the shoebox above the plant and use the tabs of the cardstock to tape 
or glue them to the inside of the box. Be sure that the hole cut in the divider is on the 
right side, or the opposite side of where the exit of the maze is on the top of the shoebox. 
 

8) Place your plant in its position on the left side of the bottom of the shoebox and close the 
cover. Place the shoebox on a windowsill, where light can enter through the hole on the 
top of the box. Water your plant daily and watch it grow! 

 
Questions:  
 
Did the plant go through the maze? Why or why not?  
 
 
 
 
If so, how long did it take? 
 
 
 
 
If you have house plants, you are supposed to rotate them every month. Based off of what you 
have learned, why do you think that is? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



OPTIONAL: 
 

§ You could create another, more complicated, maze to see if the flower will go through 
the maze. When constructing your maze, be sure that the flower has a sign of light so that 
it knows where to grow. 

 
§ You could cut a hole in the side of a box and place the box over top 

of the plant. See how the plant reacts! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Send us a photo of your plant maze at Connecting Math to Our Lives and 
Communities email (cmtolcstfx@gmail.com)! J 


